WiWi-Fi, Data and Internet

Joining all the pieces of the puzzle together.
With all of the technology at our disposal these days we want to make sure that
MONIT OR U SA G E

we are getting most out of it. This applies in the office and at home. Being
connected to the internet has become common place for many users.

Keep an eye on what your
network is being used for , and

The average NZ family home these days has 14 connected devices, this takes

control who can browse what

into account phones, tablets, PCs and TV boxes

websites . We can also setup
monitoring of devices to

You get what you pay for , the telco “free” boxes that are provided when you

provide notifications as soon

sign up are OK for a couple of devices at close range, but once you need good

as any network connected

coverage beyond a couple of rooms you will need to consider a more complete

devices goes offline.

solution.
If you already have an installation that is causing problems, EASE uses world

FIREWALLS AND
SECURI TY
Prevent unauthorized access
to your network from the Web
with the addition of a firewall
and router in one. These
devises can also be
programed to allow you access

class Acrylic Professional software in conjunction with Riverbed Hardware to
analyse a site and create a report detailing any Wi-Fi problems, this removes
any guess work when rectify the problems.
Whether you are building new or want to upgrade your existing home or office
we can create a solution for you to cover any sized area regardless of
construction materials. These systems utilise features such as zero handover so
your connection doesn't drop when switching between access points.

to your files and devices

Offices and workspaces need highly reliable, secure, fast networks. This

remotely

requires the correct mix of cabling, switches, routing and Wi-Fi. There is no

TESTING

template, we custom design an installation dependant to each customers
needs.

Documentation is critical.
On completion of any EASE

For cafes, bars and restaurants

installation the customer will

offering free Wi-Fi is a good way

receive a complete file

to attract new diners. We can

including the results of any

programme our equipment to

testing that was conducted.

restrict the time, speed or
volume of data a user can
consume to prevent abuse or
any illegal activity on your connection.
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